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The house relocation upsurge sweeps across national each big city, the relocation 
contradictory turns red-hot day after day, repeatedly violence which initiates because 
of the civic building relocation, has underlined our country civic building relocation 
system's significant flaw, also wrong advanced the government the general populace's 
opposite. Because to the civic building relocation behavior's essential attribute is the 
administrative collection, takes over for use lacks the correct understanding, our 
country's civic building relocation is at the legislative localization deviation, the 
executive power out of control, the judicial inactivity condition. This article advocated 
that civic building relocation administration bill whether to serve the public interest to 
integrate the judicial review, and constructs according to the above gathers the sense 
of purpose judicial review the general pattern and the benefit weight method 
utilization way; Entrusts with the Judicial organ limited change power in the 
administrative compensation case, increases the judicial review intensity, effective 
safeguards social benefit and citizen private benefit “win-win supplementary” the 
basis carries out. 
Besides the foreword and the conclusion, the full text is divided three chapters: 
Chapter 1 The elaboration carries on the reform to the civic building relocation 
judicial review the necessity. This chapter through to the civic building relocation 
judicial review present situation's analysis, pointed out that only flowed in the 
superficial judicial review system intensified the relocation behavior out of control 
aspect, simultaneously take the civic building relocation was the administrative 
collection, takes over for use the behavior as the breakthrough point, proposed 
whether to serve the public interest to integrate the judicial review category as well as 
entrusts with the Judicial organ limited change in the compensation case to do as a 
temporary measure for the judicial review system's reform direction. 
Chapter 2 Gathers the sense of purpose judicial review the construction. This is 
the judicial review system research new task. This chapter proposed in the legislative 
determination typological public interest's foundation gathers the sense of purpose 















distinctive real public welfare and the false public welfare. 
Chapter 3 Civic building relocation compensation standard and judicial review 
intensity reform. This chapter according to the different relocation type to establish 
two compensation ways, namely the fair compensation and compensated completely. 
Although has the difference slightly to the different compensation way's judicial 
review intensity, but entrusts with the Judicial organ limited change power, is only the 
limited change power utilization scope differs from, prevents the jurisdiction 
intervention executive power. 
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第一章  城市房屋拆迁司法审查改革之必要 
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